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Today, social media provide the means by which billions of people experience news and events happening around the world. However, the absence of traditional journalistic gatekeeping allows information to flow unencumbered through these platforms, often raising questions of veracity and credibility of the reported information. Here we ask: How do the dynamics of collective attention directed toward an event reported on social media vary with its perceived credibility? By examining the first large-scale, systematically tracked credibility database of public Twitter messages (47M messages corresponding to 1,138 real-world events over a period of three months), we established a relationship between the temporal dynamics of events reported on social media and their associated level of credibility judgments. Representing collective attention by the aggregate temporal signatures of an event’s reportage, we found that the amount of continued attention focused on an event provides information about its associated levels of perceived credibility. Events exhibiting sustained, intermittent bursts of attention were found to be associated with lower levels of perceived credibility. In other words, as more people showed interest during moments of transient collective attention, the associated uncertainty surrounding these events also increased.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Online social networks act as information conduits for real-world news and events [7], largely driven by collective attention from multiple social media actors [52]. Collective human attention drives various social, economic and technological phenomenon, such as herding behavior in financial markets [46], formation of trends [2], popularity of news [52], web pages [41], and music [43], propagation of memes [25], ideas, opinions and topics [42], person-to-person word-of-mouth advertising and viral marketing [25], and diffusion of product and innovation [4]. Moreover, it is the key phenomenon underlying social media reporting of emerging topics and breaking news [33]. However, unlike traditional news media—where information is curated by experienced journalists—social media news is unfiltered and therefore not subject to the same verification process...
as information presented by way of conventional sources. This naturally calls into question its credibility and the means with which to assess its credibility. Although scholars have increasingly expressed concern over the threats posed by digital misinformation, ranging from panic and violence incitement in society to libel and defamation of individuals or organizations [21], questions concerning the relationship between collective attention and information credibility have not been systematically quantified.

A fundamental attribute underlying any collective human behavior is how that behavior unfolds over time [3, 11]. Is there a relationship between allocation of collective attention and perceived credibility of events reported through social media? Do occasional bursts in collective attention—as more eyes and voices are drawn to the event’s reportage—correspond to less certain information concerning the event? Uncovering the relationship between collective human behavior and information credibility is important for assessing the veracity of event reportage as it unfolds on social media. This relationship, if it exists, can provide insights into ways to disambiguate misinformation from accurate news stories in social networks—a medium central to the way we consume information [7] and one where digital misinformation is pervasive [12].

Empirical attempts at answering these questions in naturalistic settings have been constrained by difficulties in tracking social media posts in conjunction with judgments concerning the accuracy of the underlying information. Previous studies have instead focused on individual case studies involving specific news events [1, 29, 32], or have retrospectively studied a set of multiple prominent events [12, 14] which were known to contain misinformation. While useful, these approaches raise sampling concerns. In particular, they are based on the post-hoc investigation of events with known credibility levels, and thus select on the dependent variable [50]. Although these studies suggest the possibility of spikes in collective attention when false rumors propagate through social networks, the relation between collective attention and information credibility has not been systematically tested. We tested this relation by analyzing data from CREDBANK: “the first large-scale, longitudinal credibility corpus” [36]. The CREDBANK dataset was constructed by continuously tracking millions of public Twitter posts. Due to the microblogging nature of Twitter, tweeting activity comprises regular circadian rhythms [17] intertwined with irregular bursts of activities corresponding to real-world news events [33]. Thus, in recent years, Twitter has become an attractive source for disseminating information pertaining to news events [23].

CREDBANK’s credibility corpus is based on tracking all large-scale, real-world events surfacing on Twitter between October 2014 and February 2015, followed by credibility assessment through a verified human annotation framework. This iterative framework resulted in an experimental setup that captured accurate human judgments of credibility of social media information soon after it gained collective attention. It is important to note that while this process cannot arrive at the truth of the event reporting (perhaps an impossible epistemological task), it does capture expert-level human judgment at the time the event unfolded. CREDBANK contains 1,377 social media events collected over a period of three months, along with 66 million tweets nested within the event topics. The uniqueness of the dataset is evident not only from the systematic collection process but also from the range of collected events. It contains, for example, controversial refereeing in soccer matches, announcement of celebrity deaths, as well as the emergence of Ebola in West Africa.

Although the nature of this data limits causal inference, we were able to test the correspondence between collective attention and the level of information credibility. After filtering out unique event instances, we were left with a pruned corpus of 1,138 real-world events spread over 47M tweets. Analyzing this massive dataset, we find that the amount of recurring collective attention bursts could be used to determine the level of perceived credibility of an event. Specifically, we demonstrate that multiple occasional bursts of collective attention toward an event is associated with lower
levels of perceived credibility. This finding opens a new perspective in the understanding of human collective attention and its relation to the certainty of information. In doing so, our results can have widespread implications in fields where predictive inference based on online collective interests dictates economic decisions, emergency responses, resource allocation or product recommendations [16, 53]; hence trusting the credibility of the collective reports is essential for an accurate anticipation by the predictive process.

2 RELATED WORK

Next, we outline research in three areas related to the work presented in this paper.

2.1 Social Media and Credibility

With social media’s rise as an important news source [7], individuals are constantly relying on online social networks to consume and share information, without recourse to official sources. However, unlike traditional news sources, modern online social networks like Facebook and Twitter transmit both credible and less credible information, without attending to its veracity [14]. Moreover, users of these sites have been found to be poor judges of information credibility based on content alone [39]. Thus, scholars have increasingly become interested in assessing the credibility of social media content. Studies have examined specific events that were known to transmit misinformation, such as rumors disseminating during the 2011 Great East Japan earthquake [29], misinformation spread during the 2013 Boston marathon bombings [32], rumors propagating during the 2014 Sydney siege [1], and a case study of rumor behavior in a Chinese microblogging community [27]. Studies have also engaged in extensive analysis of multiple historically reported cases of rumor, such as, automatically classifying rumor instances [55] or predicting the credibility level of tweets [6, 19, 40]. However, these studies are based on the retrospective investigation of popular historical events. Hence, they suffer from the selection on the dependent variable confound. On the contrary, our study overcomes this confound by grounding its results on CREDBANK’s data [36] – a credibility corpus which asks human raters to assess the credibility of all social media events in near real-time.

2.2 Collective Attention

A phenomenon which is vital towards the spread of social media information is “collective attention” [41]. Hence, researchers have been attracted toward understanding how attention to new information propagates among large groups of people. While some studies have shown that dynamics of collective attention of online content is characterized by bursts signifying popularity changes [24, 41], others have demonstrated a natural time scale over which attention fades [52]. A study investigating the emergence of collective attention on Twitter, found that although people’s attention is dispersed over a wide variety of concerns, it can concentrate on particular events and shift elsewhere either very rapidly or gradually [44]. Another parallel study focusing on spikes of collective attention in Twitter, analyzed the popularity peaks of Twitter hashtags [24]. They found that the evolution of hashtag popularity over time defined discrete classes of hashtags. Drawing on the progress of these studies, we ask: does the process of evolving collective attention reflect the underlying credibility of a social media story? Unraveling the relation between collective attention rhythms and corresponding credibility level is a complex empirical problem. It requires longitudinal tracking of collective mentions of newsworthy stories in social media along with their in-situ credibility judgments. To that end, CREDBANK [36] provides the most consistently tracked social media information and its associated credibility scores.
2.3 Time Matters
One useful way to understand the interplay between collective attention and information credibility is to examine user activity and information patterns through the lens of time. For decades social scientists have investigated the timing of individual activity to understand the complexity of collective human action. They have reported that timing can range from random [20] to well correlated bursty patterns [3]. The bursts in human collective action have not only led to social media reporting of emerging topics, but have also exhibited rich temporal dynamics of social media information spread [33]. For example, information diffusing through micro-blogging platforms like Twitter have demonstrated a short life span [52], with content rising and falling in popularity within hours; whereas, short quoted phrases (known as memes) have displayed several days to rise and fade away [26]. Moreover, general themes (like ‘politics’, ‘economy’, ‘terrorism’) have shown an even larger temporal life span [18, 51]. Social psychologists studying the spread of news and rumor have also noted the importance of temporal patterns in rumor transmission – different types of rumor mongering statements persist over varying temporal spans [5, 45]. However, despite the importance of temporal patterns in information diffusion and rumor transmission, there has been little work in understanding temporal trends in events and its associated credibility assessments. This paper is a step towards unraveling that relation.

3 METHOD

3.1 Data Description
The data investigated in this work was gathered from the CREDBANK corpus [36]. The corpus contains 1,377 events as they surfaced on Twitter between October 2014 and February 2015, their corresponding public tweets (a total of 66M messages) and their associated credibility ratings. The corpus was built by iteratively tracking millions of public posts streaming through Twitter; computationally detecting the underlying topics (i.e. clusters) of discussion in every block of million tweets; separating event-specific topics from non-event topics by asking independent human raters from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT); and then for each of these event topics gathering credibility ratings on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from ‘Certainly Inaccurate’ (-2) to ‘Certainly Accurate’ (+2). Each event is represented by a combination of top three terms from that event topic. For example, “chelsea”, “game”, “goal” refers to a football match event at a point in time when Chelsea scored a goal. Thirty independent human raters from AMT judged the accuracy level of an event by browsing through tweets in real-time, where each tweet contained all the top three topical terms. Such a task design ensured that the annotation task closely mimics the way a person would search Twitter to see information related to an event. Moreover, limiting tweets containing all top 3 topical terms ensured a balance between being too generic (by including fewer terms) and too specific (by including more terms), and also provided enough context to a human rater for performing the task.

To guarantee that the collected ratings were at par with expert level judgments, the creators of CREDBANK performed several controlled experiments before deciding on the strategy best suited for fetching quality annotations [37]. Finally, all tweets specific to the event topic were collected from the past seven days (a limit imposed by Twitter’s search program interface). This did not seem to be a limitation because the experimental setup tracked recent events. Moreover, research has demonstrated that news-worthy topics on Twitter have an active period of at most a week [23]. Overall, this iterative framework allowed for a natural experimental setup with credibility of social media information being tracked soon after it gained collective attention. Additional detail of the data collection steps is outlined in the Appendix. A representative sample of events tracked during this three month period along with their credibility ratings is presented in Table 1. By listing the range of diverse events, our aim is to demonstrate the richness of the dataset and hence the
## Table 1. Example events from the four credibility classes along with representative tweets from CREDBANK. Events are represented with three event terms. Start and end times denote the time period during which tweets were collected using Twitter’s search API. Rating shows the count of Turkers who selected an option from the 5-point Likert scale ranging from -2 (“Certainly Inaccurate”) to +2 (“Certainly Accurate”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Terms</th>
<th>Representative Tweets</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
<th>$p_{ca}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>apple ipad air</td>
<td>Apple Introduces iPad Air 2, No surprises at Apple's unveiling of iPad Air 2 and Retina 5K display</td>
<td>2015-01-16 01:50</td>
<td>2015-01-23 01:50</td>
<td>[0 0 0 1 27]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hughes rip phil</td>
<td>RIP Phil Hughes you will remain in our hearts forever!!! A very sweet tribute to Phil Hughes! RIP</td>
<td>2014-11-25 11:40</td>
<td>2014-11-28 09:00</td>
<td>[0 0 1 2 27]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>court marriage supreme</td>
<td>Supreme Court legalizes gay marriage, The Supreme Court has decided to rule regarding same-sex marriage!</td>
<td>2015-01-12 13:20</td>
<td>2015-01-20 06:00</td>
<td>[1 0 0 3 26]</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>romney mitt run</td>
<td>Must Read: Mitt Romney and His Decision Not to Run, by Peter Wehner, Mitt Romney Will Not Run in 2016</td>
<td>2015-01-27 04:30</td>
<td>2015-02-03 22:50</td>
<td>[2 0 2 6 50]</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>torture report cia</td>
<td>Senate Report Says Torture Program Was More Gruesome, Widespread Than CIA Claimed, Senate report on CIA torture claims spy agency lied about 'ineffective' program</td>
<td>2014-12-11 06:10</td>
<td>2014-12-12 10:40</td>
<td>[1 1 0 4 24]</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>school paris attack</td>
<td>There are reports of an attack at a school, in Paris - do you have anything?, Third suspect was in school at time of Paris attack, classmates say</td>
<td>2015-01-05 10:50</td>
<td>2015-01-11 06:40</td>
<td>[0 1 3 9 17]</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next coach michigan</td>
<td>The big question: Who will be Michigan’s next football coach?, My multiple sauces tell me Lane Kiffin will be the next Michigan coach.</td>
<td>2012-12-10 17:20</td>
<td>2012-12-16 11:40</td>
<td>[0 1 7 15 7]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Pruning Corpus for Sample Independence

During the iterative building of CREDBANK, if an event trended on Twitter for a sufficiently long time period, it is possible that the event is curated multiple times. For example, the event “arsenal”, “win”, “city” corresponds to the Arsenal’s winning the football match against Stoke city. People on Twitter had active conversations about the event for several hours, resulting in the event being captured more than once in CREDBANK. However, our statistical analysis (discussed shortly) required sample independence. Occurrence of multiple instances of the same event will likely violate the independence assumption. Hence, we pruned our event sample to keep single distinct instances of each event. By matching the three terms in each event topic, we looked for duplicate event occurrences. Thereafter, if multiple instances of the same event existed, we picked the event which had the earliest curation time. Restricting events by earliest curation times ensured that we retained crowd worker annotations corresponding to the very first time that they performed the annotation task; hence preventing any potential prior knowledge bias. Our pruning step resulted in a dataset of 1,138 events spanning 47,000,127 tweets.
### Table 2. Credibility classes and corresponding event counts. Total Events column shows event counts from CREDBANK. Distinct Events lists counts from the pruned corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cred Class</th>
<th>$P_{ca}$ Range</th>
<th>Total Events</th>
<th>Distinct Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>$0.9 \leq P_{ca} \leq 1.0$</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>$0.8 \leq P_{ca} &lt; 0.9$</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>$0.6 \leq P_{ca} &lt; 0.8$</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$0.0 \leq P_{ca} &lt; 0.6$</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3 Credibility Classification

We measured an event’s perceived credibility level based on how many human raters agreed that the event was “Certainly Accurate”. Our approach is motivated from prior work which used CREDBANK to find language signals of credibility [38]. More formally, for each event we find the proportion $P_{ca}$ of ratings marked as “Certainly Accurate”.

$$P_{ca} = \frac{\text{Count “Certainly Accurate” ratings for an event}}{\text{Total ratings for that event}}$$

Next, we placed $P_{ca}$ into four classes that cover a range of values (see Table 2). The class names are based on the perceived degree of accuracy of the event in that class. For example, events belonging to the “Perfect Credibility” class were rated as “Certainly Accurate” by almost all raters ($0.9 \leq P_{ca} < 1$). Representing $P_{ca}$ over a four-class categorical variable instead of a continuous variable with a category corresponding to every value of $P_{ca}$, ensures that the comparisons across classes are reasonable and interpretable. Adapting the approach from [38], we validated our credibility classification by comparing classes generated by our $P_{ca}$ method against those obtained via data-driven classification methods. We found high similarity between the two types of classification techniques, but we opted for our proportion-based ($P_{ca}$) technique, since it is much more interpretable, readily generalizable, and adaptable to domains other than Twitter on which CREDBANK was constructed.

### 4 STATISTICAL MEASURES

To understand the relation between collective attention and information credibility, we computed our measures using time-stamped tweets from the CREDBANK corpus, where groups of tweets corresponded to discussions of an event by multiple Twitter users over a certain time span. In designing our collective attention measures, we draw inspiration from prior work that have examined the relationship between collective attention and various facets of information, such as quality, novelty and popularity. In a seminal work, investigating the relation between collective attention and content novelty, Wu and Huberman modeled the shift in attention over a time scale [52]. One of the first studies to model collective human dynamics through the lens of temporal activity was Crane and Sornette’s classic work on understanding the differences in attention bursts towards videos on YouTube [11]. Using time series of daily video views, they found three distinct classes of temporal trends associated with collective human dynamics. The trends also differed by video quality and type. For example, “junk” videos showed a sudden peak of activity followed by subsequent decay, whereas “viral” videos experienced bottom-up growth of viewing activity over time. Similar temporal treatment has been employed by Ratkiewicz and colleagues while modeling random collective shifts of attention among Wikipedia topics and Chilean Web pages [41]. Our rationale for investigating the link between temporal aspects of collective attention and credibility is largely based on the success of these prior studies.
4.1 Collective Attention Metrics

Collective attention of each event reportage was measured using two metrics:

(1) Message Volume: message volume tracks the aggregate number of messages over time.

(2) People Volume: people volume records the aggregate count of unique users paying attention to the story over time.

Each measure is represented as a time series with message (or unique user) volumes aggregated over 10-minute time intervals. Our choice of a 10-minute window is supported by studies showing that Twitter acts as a medium for reporting breaking news and hence is characterized by fast diffusion of information [22, 23]. Moreover, we ran our statistical analysis by re-computing each event timeseries over a range of other time intervals (5, 20, and 30-minute time window sizes), and found consistent results. Thus, tracking collective attention on the order of 10-minutes is a reasonable representation of a rapidly evolving phenomenon. Each event may differ in the temporal dynamics of its collective attention; thus inferences drawn on a small set of events tracked for a few days may be confounded by temporal traits peculiar to certain news stories. However, by tracking news stories over several months and averaging over hundreds of such collective attention rhythms, our results represent the most consistent relations between the dynamics of collective attention and perceptions of information credibility. Our rationale for using people volume, in addition to message volume, as a collective attention metric is to ensure that the collective attention measured is not confounded by superfluous posting activity from potential Twitter bots, automated programs posing as human beings [9]. Since people volume corresponds to the unique number of individuals paying attention to the event over time, it aims to counteract any extreme posting activity by such bots.

Fig. 1. The time series of message volume for a sample event reported on Twitter. The event corresponds to Twitter discussions, where each tweet contained all three terms: “#chapellhillshooting”, “muslim” and “white”. The • dot corresponds to the time window having maximum message volume while the • dots correspond to the minor peaks observed in this volume. The inset diagram on the right side zooms in on one of the minor peaks, along with the rule triggering its designation.
As an example illustrating our data and methods, Figure 1 shows aggregate message volume for an event reported on Twitter where every message contained the terms “#chapellhillshooting”, “muslim”, and “white”. On February 10, 2015, three Muslim students in Chapel Hill, North Carolina were shot to death by a white neighbor and speculations concerning the motives of the shooter surrounded the event [15]. While authorities suggested the motive to be an ongoing dispute between neighbors over a parking space, many social media users suggested a hate crime as the motive. Twitter messages concerning this specific topic on February 12 blamed the media for ignoring the coverage of an event involving Muslim killings and suggested the shooting was an act of terrorism and so a hate crime. It was not until February 13 that authorities opened an investigation to determine if the shooting was in fact a hate crime. Credibility rating distributions showed that less than 50% of raters agreed that the social media reportage of the event was “Certainly Accurate”, thereby questioning the alleged terror claims underlying the act.

4.2 Temporal Measures of Collective Attention

To quantify the importance of the time when collective attention maximized, we first computed the strict global maximum in the time series [48]. We call this the peak attention. This is the ratio of messages (or unique people) within the peak time window to the total cumulative volume of messages (or unique people) over the entire event time series. Similar peak fraction measures have been used in prior work to model the collective human viewing behavior of online videos [11].

\[
\text{PeakAttention} = \frac{\max(x_1, \ldots, x_n)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}
\]  

(1)

where \(x_i\) is the count of messages (or unique people) in time window \(i\) in an event time series \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\).

Our choice of the above measure is based on the success of prior studies using peak-fraction based metrics to successfully characterize herding behavior over time [11, 54]. To illustrate how peak attention measure can characterize variations in time series, consider the example of an event marked by a sudden spike in collective attention followed by a subsequent drop. The lack of precursory growth suggests that most of the attention was concentrated on the peak, thereby resulting in high peak attention (Figure 2c and 2d). Whereas, an event with steady growth in collective attention, followed by a gradual decay would imply a relatively smaller fraction of attention in the peak, thus leading to lower value of peak attention (Figure 2b).

While peak attention captures the importance of the maximal burst in collective attention, it does not take into account the presence or absence of spikes in the precursory growth and in the subsequent decay following the burst. Hence, we define a measure to quantify the spikiness in collective attention. We detect all strict local maxima [48] in each of the event time series. A strict local maxima corresponds to an instance in the time series when the volume of messages (or unique people) is larger than the volume in the neighboring time windows. We define this neighborhood as three time windows on either side of the local maxima and call these local maxima minor peaks. Thus, the attention in a minor peak is higher than the attention 30 minutes (i.e., three time windows times 10-minute window size) before and after the occurrence of a peak.

\[
x_i \text{ is a minor peak iff } \begin{cases} x_i > x_{i+k} \\ x_i > x_{i-k}, k \in \{1, 2, 3\} \end{cases}
\]

(2)

We then define minor peak attention as the ratio of messages (or unique people) in the local maxima relative to the total cumulative volume of messages (or unique people) over the entire event time series. Formally, if \(\mathcal{M}\) is the set of all minor peak indices in an event’s message (or unique people)
Fig. 2. Time series of collective attention metrics (message volume and unique people volume) for example events in each credibility class. The examples show representative behavior of collective attention metrics in each credibility class. While events in all four classes are marked by peak attention with respect to both message and people volume, events in the low and moderate credibility classes exhibit multiple minor peaks, signifying that persistent attention is characteristic of lower credible social media events.

time series, then minor peak attention is defined as follows:

$$\text{Minor Peak Attention} = \frac{\sum_{j \in M} x_j}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}$$

The inset diagram in Figure 1 shows a local maximum. While the peak attention captures the maximum momentary interest that an event acquires during its lifetime on Twitter, the points representing minor peak attention reflect renewed and ongoing recurrences of momentary interest. Additionally, both these measures have two important properties: both are invariant with respect to scaling and shifting [54]. First, since both measures are proportions based on cumulative collective attention, they are invariant to the overall volume of attention. Hence, two event time series having similar peaky shapes but different total attention volumes would be treated similarly. Secondly, both measures are computed independent of the maxima position on the time axis. Thus, if two event time series peaks occur at different times but possess a similar peaky structure, the measures will be invariant to the translations on the time axis. Hence, both these measures—despite being simple representations of temporal dynamics—are useful in interpreting the relationship between collective attention rhythms and event credibility across a range of different events exhibiting high variability in overall popularity and time of popularity.

5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We tested the differences in collective attention measures across the credibility classes using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum or Mann-Whitney U test. Mann-Whitney test is a non-parametric test which
does not make any assumption about the distribution of the response variable and is ideal for ordinal responses such as ours. For each temporal measure (peak and minor peak attention) and for each collective attention metric (message and people volume), we performed pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests, followed by Bonferroni corrections [13] to control for potential inflation of the family-wise error rate by multiple test comparisons. We found that, for both message volume and people volume, differences in the minor peak fraction are statistically significant ($p < 0.00833$ after Bonferroni corrections and using Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests). As shown in Figure 3, median minor peak attention decreases as credibility level increases from “Low” to “Perfect”. We also found a significant moderate degree of negative correlation between $P_{ca}$ and minor peak fraction for both message volume ($r = -0.33$) and people volume ($r = -0.33$). These results suggest that an event attracting renewed interest is associated with lower perceived credibility. On the contrast, peak attention of messages was only statistically different between “Perfect” and “Moderate” credibility classes. Peak attention for people volume could only provide coarse-grained information separating “Low” and “Perfect”, and “Moderate” and “Perfect” credibility classes. These results indicate that peak attention is not a useful signal for event credibility. To ensure that these ratio-based, collective attention measures described above are not sensitive to event duration, which can affect the
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(a) Minor peak attention pairwise statistical differences

(b) Peak attention pairwise statistical differences

Table 3. Pairwise statistical significance after Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests. P, H, M, L correspond to Perfect, High, Moderate and Low credibility classes. The top half of the diagonal corresponds to message volume, while bottom half shows pairwise differences in people volume. ns stands for non-significance.

denominator (cumulative volume), we performed pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum test comparisons of event duration across the credibility classes. We found no significant difference, indicating that event duration does not skew the collective attention metrics for a particular credibility class. Moreover, to ensure that our collective attention metrics are independent observations over time—a criteria necessary for the validity of our statistical analysis—we performed Ljung-Box Q (LBQ) tests [30]. We were able to reject null hypothesis for each of our LBQ tests; thus confirming that our collective attention measures for both message and people volume are independent over time.

In order to establish robustness of our results, in addition to these comparative tests, we also performed predictive analytics. By running a series of regression models, we checked whether credibility can be predicted by collective attention measures after including additional controls as features. We found that the minor peak for message volume and the interaction effects between minor peak fraction and peak attention corresponding to both message and people volume were significant in our predictive models. The results are summarized in the appendices.

6 DISCUSSION

By investigating a large-scale longitudinal credibility corpus (CREDBANK), we were able to test the relationship between an event’s perceived credibility level and the temporal dynamics of its collective attention. According to our findings, moments of renewed collective attention are associated with event reportage marked by decreased levels of perceived credibility. Perhaps the underlying uncertainty of an event is what keeps people yearning for additional information and be engaged in collective sense-making. Research has shown that situations of uncertainty are often marked by collective problem solving and sense making by people to understand their environment [45, 47]. This bears resemblance to milling behavior exhibited during crisis situations [28]. Milling occurs following an initial warning message—a period during which people move about aimlessly trying to make sense of the situation [35]. Moreover, incomplete information following a warning message, leads to additional milling activity as people attempt to make sense of the crisis situation [34]. Recent studies have also demonstrated online milling activity in Twitter during disaster events [47, 49]. At the wake of a crisis, after the initial warning message, serial message transmission
via retweeting resulted in message amplification and individuals being involved in sense-making activities before taking protective action [47, 49].

Do frequent peaks in collective attention lead to lower perceived credibility? Or do reduced levels of credibility spark the continued interest in the event? Our current study cannot establish the causal direction of this relation. However, we are able to establish that the persistence of collective attention peaks is a reliable temporal signature for an event’s perceived credibility level. Despite being central to the spread of news events, collective attention and its relation to veracity of news has not been studied. We envision that these results will lay a new foundation for the field to further investigate the tripartite relation between time, collective attention, and credibility of online information. Here we propose a research agenda outlining broad categories of questions that we hope will spark a more robust study of this relation, and in turn offer new insights about the misinformation ecosystem.

- Theoretical underpinnings: What are the theoretical underpinnings of credibility and collective attention? Under what circumstances is temporal collective attention enough to accurately predict credibility? What happens when we consider information content along with temporality?
- Information novelty: Research on collective attention have noted that attention to novel items eventually fades as it propagates further [52]. How does temporal decay of information-novelty relate to information accuracy? Can we build simple models that characterize this relation?
- Ways of tracking attention: Our work is based on tracking collective attention from the past seven days after an event occurs. What happens when you have a more constrained view of the attention? For example, imagine a scenario where the event has just trended and we only have a snapshot of the attention. Can we determine how the attention and the associated certainty or uncertainty of the event will change in the next hour?

We remark that by using a simple proportion based classification technique, we identified robust and scalable credibility classes; hence it is also potentially applicable to other online settings where user’s collective attention drives popularity of content. Moreover, by using simple and interpretable parameters computed on times series of minute-wise user and message attention, we revealed vital temporal indicators associated with information credibility. Contrary to other sophisticated methods which require the estimation of power-law exponents for unraveling collective attention dynamics, or the calculation of costly correlations between activity time series, the parameters employed here can easily be computed in a scalable way. Although devoid of any predictive power, these measures can support the discovery of collective attention patterns in large-scale records of human activity. Using our results one can envision an application which does temporal tagging of social media event streams, showing streams which are marked by multiple minor peaks, thereby implicitly hinting at the underlying credibility of the information stream or making regions characterized by milling activity.

On the basis of these results, we envision that organizations struggling to handle the propagation of online misinformation [31] can harness the temporality of collective attention to predict the level of credibility. We may be able to subsequently design interventions aimed at controlling the spread of false information or cautioning social media users to be skeptical about an evolving topic’s veracity, ultimately raising an individual’s capacity to assess credibility of information. Imagine a news reporting tool which shows social media discussions highlighting areas which witnessed multiple minor peaks of human activity, or think of a fact-checking system that compares temporal regions of high minor peak attentions to those with fewer attention peaks, or consider temporal tagging of scientific discourse or medical records emphasizing areas that garnered intermittent
temporal popularity. We foresee that our findings can lead to a new class of such temporally aware systems which underscore degrees of information uncertainty based on temporal signals of collective attention. Finally, our study has practical implications in the field of computational social science where inferences about human social behavior are based on reports of online interactions [10] and trusting the credibility of those reports is crucial for any downstream analysis. For example, imagine a health researcher investigating the spread of Ebola via social media reports or a financial trader gauging market volatility based on breaking news and citizen reports on social media; veracity of those reports will affect the subsequent inferences.

7 CONCLUSION
To study the dynamics of collective attention and its relation to information credibility in a natural setting, we analyzed the temporal patterns of 47M Twitter messages spread across 1,138 social media events along with their in-situ credibility ratings. We do so by multiple statistical comparison tests over parameters computed on the time series of collective attention of messages and distinct users. Although simple, this approach provides fundamental insights about collective attention and information credibility that would otherwise be missed by more complicated predictive analysis methods.
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8 APPENDIX: ROBUSTNESS CHECK
8.1 Predictive Analytics to check robustness
While comparative tests allow us to inspect whether collective attention differs across credibility groups, it does not provide any predictive analytics. We turn to two types of regression models to check whether credibility can be predicted by collective attention measures. Table 4 presents a series of models.

8.1.1 Cumulative Link Models. In our first set of models, we treat our response variable as an ordered list of credibility levels (“Low” < “Moderate” < “High” < “Perfect”) and use cumulative link models [8] to fit our data. Cumulative link models (CLM) are ordinal regression models which provide the perfect framework for rightfully modeling an ordinal dependent variable. While there are multiple ordinal regression models, CLMs are the most popular and the most widely used [8]. We implemented the cumulative link model using R’s clm function from the ordinal1 package. The CLM model takes in a vector of explanatory variables as input (e.g., minor peak attention for message volume) and outputs the cumulative probabilities denoting whether an observation falls in a particular ordered response category (e.g., “Moderate” credibility). Model 1 in Table 1 shows the results after fitting clm using all the collective attention measures as explanatory variables. The β coefficients and odds ratios determine the relative power of the variables in predicting credibility levels. To measure interaction effects we include interaction terms between minor peak fraction and peak attention corresponding to both message and people volume.

Next, we examine the effect of collective attention measures after including additional features as controls. We add the following seven features. These features have also been used in previous research for automatic credibility assessment [6, 38].

1https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ordinal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1 - CLM</th>
<th>Model 2 - CLM</th>
<th>Model 3 - LM</th>
<th>Model 4 - LM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.00159 0.00***</td>
<td>0.00160 0.00***</td>
<td>0.00081 0.00**</td>
<td>0.00069 0.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Peak Attention</td>
<td>-8.20 (0.04) 2.18***</td>
<td>-8.06 (0.03) 2.23***</td>
<td>0.00015 0.00</td>
<td>0.00013 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Peak Attention</td>
<td>-0.74 (0.34) 1.33</td>
<td>-1.06 (0.30) 1.35</td>
<td>0.00031 0.00</td>
<td>0.00038 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Peak Attention</td>
<td>-2.50 (1.33) 1.90</td>
<td>-2.84 (1.19) 1.95</td>
<td>0.00023 0.00</td>
<td>0.00011 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Peak Attention</td>
<td>4.23 (0.00) 2.28</td>
<td>3.82 (0.00) 2.33</td>
<td>0.00023 0.00</td>
<td>0.00011 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Peak Meaning</td>
<td>53.46 (0.48) 10.16***</td>
<td>52.78 (0.95) 10.26***</td>
<td>0.00620 0.00***</td>
<td>0.00580 0.00***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Peak Attention</td>
<td>-60.29 (0.08) 12.09***</td>
<td>-60.23 (0.88) 12.31***</td>
<td>0.00650 0.00***</td>
<td>0.00614 0.00***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Tweets</td>
<td>-0.54 (0.35) 0.42</td>
<td>0.00003 0.00</td>
<td>0.00006 0.00 *</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word count</td>
<td>0.59 (0.06) 0.37</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uppercase</td>
<td>0.13 (4.80) 0.31</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashtags</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.58) 0.11</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotations</td>
<td>-0.05 (1.81) 0.08</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>-0.13 (1.14) 0.10</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total users</td>
<td>-0.17 (0.96) 0.09</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
<td>0.00000 0.00 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LogLikelihood -1391.12 AIC 2800.24 | LogLikelihood -1384.01 AIC 2800.03 | R2 0.1574 Adj. R2 0.1529 | R2 0.1713 Adj. R2 0.1637

* * * p < 0.001 * * p < .01 * * * p < .001 * * * p < .001 * p < .10 N = 1138

Table 4. Models predicting credibility. Models 1 and 2 are cumulative link regression models which predict credibility as an ordinal outcome variable with five ordered levels (Low < Moderate < High < Perfect). Models 3 and 4 are linear regression models which predict average credible. Both models 2 and 4 control for additional features to test the relative importance of the temporal measures of collective attention. Coefficients and standard errors are shown. Odds ratios are also shown for the CLM models.

(1) Total tweets - count of tweets in each event topic.
(2) Word count - total number of words in each event topic.
(3) Uppercase - count of capital letters in all tweets of an event.
(4) Hashtags - total hashtag occurrences in the event topic.
(5) Quotations - count of quoted content in tweets of an event.
(6) Questions - count of question marks in each event topic.
(7) Total users - number of people tweeting and retweeting about the event.

Since the values of each of these variables depend on how much an event trended, they may differ widely across events with varying degrees of popularity. Thus to place values on an approximately common scale, we standardize variables by centering at the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.

We find that minor peak fraction for message volume and the interaction terms are significant in both models. Surprisingly, none of the control variables are significant in Model 2. The coefficient estimates for CLMs are given in ordered log odds. Looking at the significant β estimates, we find that for a one unit increase in the minor peak attention for message volume, there will be a 8.20 (8.06 with controls) decrease in the credibility level on the log odds scale. We can also interpret the log odds coefficients in terms of odds ratios. An odds ratio less than one indicates that as the independent variable increases, the dependent variable decreases, while the converse is true for an odds ratio greater than one. We find that the odds ratio for minor peak fraction corresponding to message volume is less than 1 and significant, indicating that the higher the minor peak attention for message volume, the lower the likelihood that the event is credible.
The coefficient of the interaction effect between minor peak and peak attention for message volume is significant and positive, denoting that the effect of minor peak for message volume is greater when peak attention for messages increases. This indicates that even when there is a maximal burst in collective attention of messages, the presence of spikiness in collective attention of messages has an increasing effect on credibility. It is curious to note that while minor peak attention for people volume is not significant, there is a significant interaction effect between the corresponding minor peak and peak attention measures. The coefficient of the interaction effect is negative. This indicates that the effect of minor peak attention for people volume is greater when peak attention for people volume is low. In other words, when the maximal burst in collective attention by distinct users is low, the spikiness in collective user attention has a larger effect on the credibility level.

8.1.2 Linear Models. In order to check the robustness of our results and to ensure that the observed effects is not an artifact of our model or how we measure credibility, we repeat our predictive analytics using average credibility as the outcome variable.

\[
\text{Average Credibility} = \frac{\sum_{i=2}^{2} i \times \text{number of raters who rated } i}{\text{total number of raters}}
\]  

With a continuous variable as our dependent variable, we use linear regression to test how well the collective attention measures can predict average credibility. We fit two sets of models—model 3 with only the collective attention measures, while model 4 includes additional controls. As before, we find that the minor peak for message volume and the interaction effects are significant in both models. The only controls which are significant are the number of words and the amount of uppercase letters present in the tweets for an event. However, the coefficient estimates are fairly small.
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